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ON HYPERSINGULAR INTEGRALS AND CERTAIN
SPACES OF LOCALLY DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTIONS

BY

RICHARD L. WHEEDEN

1. Introduction. In this paper, we shall study relations between pointwise

convergence of hypersingular integrals and local differential properties of functions.

Our results will partly generalize a theorem of Calderón and Zygmund and an

unpublished theorem of E. M. Stein.

We will use standard notation for points and functions in n-dimensional

Euclidean space En, n = 2. Iff(x) eL"(En), lSp<oo, set

/.(*)- f       U(*-z)-f(x)]$Q-adz

for e > 0 and 0 < a < 2, where Q is a bounded real-valued function homogeneous of

degree zero which satisfies

(1.1) ^z'tCl(z')dz'= 0       C/-1.ri)

for 1 ga<2. Here S denotes the unit sphere of points z' = z/\z\, z#0.

If lims_0/e(*) exists in some sense, we call it a hypersingular integral off. If,

for example, / satisfies the global differentiability condition fie LPa—J"V (see [2]),

the convergence of/e in various senses was studied in [8], [14] and [15]. Thus far,

however, the convergence of/s for / satisfying a local differentiability condition

has been studied for n _ 2 only in case a = 1. (See [5].)

Following [4], we say an/eL", 1 ̂ /»<co, belongs to t*(x0) if there is a poly-

nomial PXo(z) of degree less than or equal to a such that

(e"nL,<« l/(*o+z)-FXo(z)|>az)1/P - 0(e")

as « -> 0. We say fie Ti(x0) if there is a polynomial of degree strictly less than a

such that

(«""  f \fi(x0 + z)-PX0(z)\"dzYP = 0(e")

for e>0.

Given 0<a<2 let ß=[a] + l-a, so that «+0=1 if 0<<x<l and <x+ß=2 if

1 _<j£<2. Roughly speaking, our main result is that for/e T%(x) the convergence
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of/e(x) is equivalent almost everywhere to the condition Jßfe T£+ß(x). Calderón

and Zygmund show in [4] (Theorems 4 and 5) that if feT*(x) for xeE then

JyfeT£+y(x) for almost every xeE, except in the special case that a+y is an

integer but a and y are not. This is precisely our case, however, and an example of

the complications which may arise can be found in [16, pp. 136-138].

We shall prove the following results :

Theorem 1. Given 0<a<2, let Q. be a bounded function homogeneous of degree

zero which satisfies (1.1) when l^cc<2. Let feV, l^p<oo, E-=En and ß = [a]

+1 - a. Iff e Ti(x) for xeE and JBfe T*+ e(x) for x e E then

lim f       [f(x-z)-f(x))^r\dz

exists and is finite for almost all xeE.

Conversely,

Theorem 2. LetfeL", 1 ̂ p<cc, E<=En, 0<a<2. Suppose f e Tpa(x) for x eE

and each

f Mx-z)-f(x))£ß;dz
J\a\>e \z\

converges for xeE, where {Qf} is a basis for the spherical harmonics of a fixed

degree mjgO, w#l when l^o;<2 and m=0 when p=\. Then with ß=[a] + \ — a,

JBf£ TS+ g(x) for almost all xeE.

When sai, the hypothesis feTf(x) for xeE implies that fetl(x) and

7Ve t%(x) for almost all ref(') and Theorem 1 is a known result of Calderón

and Zygmund [5]. Also, Theorem 2 for a= 1 is vacuous and a replacement result

is the following.

Theorem 3. LetfeL", 1 ip<ao, E<=En. If

i*"1 f       \f(x+z)+f(x-z)-2f(x)\»dz)1"' = 0(e)

for xeE and each

Í       [f(x-z)-f(x))^ßxdz
Jui>e lzl

converges for xeE, where the £2, are as in Theorem 2, then f e rj(x) for almost all

xeE.

Theorem 3 for £2=1 was proved independently by E. M. Stein. It turns out

that for all 0 < a < 2 one can replace the condition / e 7^(x) of Theorem 2 by an

apparently weaker condition. See the remark at the end of §4.

(J) See Theorem 5 of [4]. Although Theorems 4 and 5 are stated for p> 1, it is not hard to

see they remain true forp = 1 when, with the notation of [4], q=\ and u>0.
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Although we stated our theorems for n - 2 they have analogues for n = 1 which

are related to the results of [13]. In their present form, our results do not include

those of Sagher [7] for hypersingular integrals with complex homogeneity.

We shall prove Theorem 1 in §2, Theorem 2 in §3 and Theorem 3 in §4. §4 also

contains an apparent improvement of Theorem 2.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. We will use the method in [11] to prove Theorem 1.

We need a long list of lemmas, and in order to shorten their presentation we will

assume 1 < a < 2 whenever convenient. We also note that it suffices to prove

Theorem 1 for p= 1 since we may assume E is bounded and/has compact support

and since the condition fie Tg(x) for p> 1 implies fie T„(x).

We recall that/eLJ, 1 Sp«x>, «>0, iff=J"</> = Ga * <f> for <f> eU where Ga is

a positive integrable function with the following properties (see e.g. [4]) :

(a) Ga(x)=(l + \x\2)-«2,

(b) Ga is infinitely differentiable except at x=0 and for x#0, 0<a<n and

H=o
\(8v/8xv)Ga(x)\ S ca,ve-|*l[l + |*|-n-|v|+<r].

Lemma 1. Let fie LI for some 0 < a < 2 and let Q. satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem

1. Then for lSp<co

Ax) = lim f       U(x-z)-f(x)\ Ä& dz
«-0 Jui>« \z\

exists and is finite for almost all x, and for l<p<<x), the transformation f->f

sends L?a boundedly into V.

For a proof, see [15].

Lemma 2. Given A>0,

(a) \x\*=(l + \x\2r2dß(x),

(b) (1 + \x\2Y'a = \x\h dâ(x)+df(x),

where dß is the sum of I, a finite linear combination of terms ô2k, k=l,2,..., and

the Fourier transform of a function with derivatives up to a preassigned order

belonging to all V, lSpS&>, da is the sum of 1 and a finite linear combination of

terms G2k, k= 1, 2,..., and Or is the Fourier transform of a function with derivatives

up to a preassigned order belonging to all V, lSpS<x>.

Parts (a) and (b) of Lemma 2 are stated in [8]. The proof of the rest of the lemma

is not difficult and we omit it.

Lemma 3. LetfeL1, 1 <<x<2, a+ß=2, F=JBf. Then for almost all x,

(2.1) f{x) = cFz(x) + cs ¡[F,(x + z)-F(x)] ^

where Fff=F* da, FX=F* dr, do and dr being defined by Lemma 2 with A=ß.
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The integral in (2.1) exists almost everywhere in the principal value sense by

Lemma 1 since Fa eLj. Moreover, by Lemma (1.6) of [14],

ce f       [Fa(x+z)-Fa(x)} ,-ênï- f   Fa(x+z)[\z\°e-^T dz
J\z\>z \z\ Je"

tends to zero with e for almost all x. Hence the right side of (2.1) is the limit almost

everywhere of

f   F,(x+z)[e-^Tdz+[   Fa(x+z)[\z\ee-el*T dz
Je" Je*

= c ÏÊ(z)[\z\e dâ(z)+dT(z)]eilx-z)e-eM dz

= c (f(z)el(x-^e-sM dz

by Lemma 2(b) and the fact that Ê(z) = (l + \z\2Ymf(z). The last integral is

essentially the Poisson integral of / and converges to a constant times / almost

everywhere.

Lemma 4. IffeL1 and a>0 is not an integer then Jafe tl(x)for almost all x.

The proof of Lemma 4 is almost identical to that of Theorem 4 of [4]. Although

the case p= 1 is not considered there, the proof easily yields Lemma 4. (See also

the proof of Lemma 4 of §3 below.)

Lemma 5. Let 1 < a < 2 and v(x) and its first order derivatives be continuous and

have compact support. For any j= 1,..., n,

"(*) = £n v(x-z) u,5.-» dz

belongs to T¿(x) uniformly in x.

Proof. If ui=(8/8xi)u then

Mi(x) = i   vx(x-z) ..,!'<«■» dz
Je \¿\

is continuous and

r\ i i
dz

,.-!-„ \(z+y)',-z'\ dz.

\ui(x+y)-ui(x)\ è cf||z+J,|!-(«-i)-|z|..-1<«-i)

J  \z\n-<a-»\(Z + y)',-Z'i

Each integral is easily seen to be Od^l"-1) and the lemma follows from Taylor's

formula.
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The remaining lemmas are taken from [4].

Lemma 6. Let P be a closed subset of En and U be the neighborhood of P of all

points whose distance from P is less than 1. Then there is a covering of U—P by

nonoverlapping closed cubes Km with c~1S dm/em Sc,0<c<oo, where em is the edge

length of Km and dm is the distance from Km to P.

See Lemma (3.1) of [4].

Lemma 7. Let P be a compact set and 8(x) be the distance from x to P, with 8(x)=0

for large x. Given X > 0

(2.2) £

is finite for almost all xeP.

&(x+z)
i_i.^>   dz

Lemma 8. Let F e t\(x) for x e E, E a bounded measurable set. Given e > 0 there

is a closed set P<=-E, \E—P\ <e, and a decomposition F=G + H where G has two

continuous derivatives and compact support, H(x)=0for x e P and

f       \H(x+z)\ dz S Men+2

uniformly for xeP. Moreover, given 0 < A S 2,

is finite for almost all xeP, 8(z) being the distance from z to P.

Integration in (2.3) is of course extended over the complement of P. Lemma 8

for A=2 is proved in [4, p. 189-190], and the proof for 0 < A < 2 is similar.

Lemma 9. Let h e T¿(x), 1 < a < 2, uniformly for x in a closed set P, i.e.,

e~n f       \h(x+z)-h(x)-yzihj(x)\ dz S Me"
Jiii<«' ** '

for xeP. Then for x andx+z inP,

\h(x+z)-h(x)-^zih,(x)\ S M'\z\a

and

\h£x+z)-h¿x)\ S M»"-1       (7=1,..., n).

We can now prove Theorem 1 for l<a<2. Let/and F=Jefi ß=2 — oc, satisfy

the hypothesis of Theorem 1 for p= 1. Let Fa and Fz be defined as in Lemma 3.

Since FeL1 and Fz is a convolution of F with a function with bounded derivatives
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up to a preassigned order (Lemma 2), we may assume F, has bounded continuous

second order derivatives everywhere. In particular,

(2.4) \F¿x-z)-Ft(x)+2Zi(^)(x)\ < M\z\\

for all x and z, M<cc. Since 1 < a < 2,

converges absolutely everywhere. Since Û is orthogonal to polynomials of degree 1,

f       [F¿x-z)-FT(x)]$Qdz
J\z\>e \z\

converges everywhere as e ->• 0.

Hence, applying (2.1), it remains to prove the conclusion of Theorem 1 with/

replaced by

(2.5) p.v. j[Fa(x+z)-Fa(x)] pp-fi-

By (2.4) F, e T¿(x) everywhere and by (2.1) again, the same is true for x e E of

(2.5). By Lemma 2, F„ is the sum of F and a finite linear combination of terms

J2kF, k ^ 1. It follows that F„ e t\(x) for almost all xeE. Here we use first the fact,

noted in §1, that T¿(x) and r2(x) are equivalent almost everywhere and next the

fact that J2kF=J2k+"fe tlk+e(x) for almost all x (Lemma 4). Since Jfcfc 1,

*»+«(*) c tl(x).

Collecting these facts, we see it is enough to prove Theorem 1 for fe T¿(x),

xe E, of the form

f(x) = p.v. £n [F(x+z)-F(x)] j~rg,

where F e L\ and F e t2\x) for xeE. For such F, form the decomposition F= G+H

of F relative to a closed set P<=E (Lemma 8). We may assume/e T¡¡(x) uniformly

for x e P. Consider

J       [G(x+z)-G(x)] j0^ = J_ £" | (/-•) <Ä £ [G(x+rz')-G(x)] «V

= -J-s ft"-2 f [G(x+i2')-C?W]^' "
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where Gi=(8/8xj)G. At /=oo the integrated term is zero since a — 2<0. At t=e it is

0(e«-i)=0(l). Hence

(2.6)

g(x) - Urn f       [G(x+z)-G(x)]J^
S-0j|2|>s \Z\

By Lemma 5, g e T¿(x) uniformly in x for all x. Hence h—fi—g e Tl(x) uniformly

for x e P. Moreover,

h(x) = f(x)-g(x) = lim f       [H(x+z)-H(x)] JjL.
«-0   J|2|>S \Z\

almost everywhere. Since //=0 in P and (2.3) with A=2 is finite for almost all

xeP,

H(x+z)
(17) »W-LSl </z

for almost all xeP, the integral converging absolutely.

To prove Theorem 1, it suffices to show that both

!«(*)= f       [g(x-z)-g(x)]$Qdz
Jlz|>e \z\

Q(z')
S«W =   I llSKA-z)-SWi

Jlz|>e

and

Q(z')
Ux) = f       [h(x-z)-h(x)] r-ël dz

J\z\>e \z\

converge for almost all xeP. Consider first ge. Since GeL2.=JaLj, it follows

from (2.6) and Lemma 1 with Q= 1 that g e L% By Lemma 1 again, ge(x) converges

for almost all x.

Turning to h~s, we have n e T¡(x), uniformly for xeP, i.e., for x e P

\h(x+z)-h(x)-J zMx)\ dz S Men+a
J|a|<«

for certain h¡(x). We claim that

(2.8) hj(x) = j^H(x_z)^_^dz

for almost all xeP. Observe that the integral in (2.8) converges absolutely for

almost all x eP since <x> 1 (see (2.3) with A = 2). By Lemma 9, hf(x) is the derivative

of n with respect to x¡ restricted to P, i.e., if e, — (0,..., 0, e, 0,..., 0) with e as

they'th entry, then

(h(x + e,) -h(x))/e ^h,(x)
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as £->-0 provided x, x+e^eP. On the other hand since we may assume (2.7)

holds for all x e P, we have for x and x+e, in P

h(x+ej)-h(x)    Ç B  I   1    \

= i r   +i r   = Ae+Be.
C J|2|<2£ £ J|z|>2£

By the mean-value theorem,

|*.| á ce f        |#(x+z)| r-T^j.
J|z|>2£ |2|

If J?(0-Ji,i«t \H(z+z)\ dz, then R(t)¿Mtn+2 by Lemma 8 and

J2£ rn + g + 2

Integrating by parts, ££ = 0(e0_1)=o(l).

Even simpler estimates show that the terms

\[*<J****W* and L<tuH{x+z)ÎÂw^)ib

of Ae tend to zero with c. The remaining term of Ae is majorized by

If        ■» m    &        1 C3edRe(t)
- \H(x+ei+z)\ r™ = -       -^
£  J|zl<3£ lZl C  JO »

where JW0~/i«ki |¿/(x+£;+z)| dz<,Mtn+2 uniformly in e. That (2.8) holds for

almost all x e P now follows by integrating by parts.

We claim next that

< CO(2.9) £n |h(x+z)-h(x)-2 zMx)| pp.

for almost all xeP. Since Q is bounded and orthogonal to polynomials of degree 1,

lime_0 h~e(x) exists wherever (2.9) holds. If we assume that (2.7) and (2.8) hold for

all x e P, it is enough to show that (2.9) holds for each point of density x of P at

which (2.2) is finite for A = a and X=l and at which (2.3) is finite for A=a and

A=2. Let x=0 be such a point. Then (2.9) for x=0 will follow if

(2.10) j^ \h(z)-h(0)-2 *A(0)| J0r-a

is finite for some 17 >0. In what follows we will denote by c a constant, possibly

different in different occurrences, depending only on a and n.
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Consider first that part of (2.10) with integration extended only over P. Applying

(2.7), (2.8) and interchanging the order of integration,

^\h(z)-h(O)-2zMO)\j0r-a

S j\H(y)\ dy jp |^—-p^-r-p-, + 2 z,^ (ry^i) | ̂ ~

By the mean-value theorem, the inner integral extended over \z\ < \ y\/2 is majorized

by a constant times

f 1*1' dz    -Qflvl—*)

Since (2.3) with A = 2 and x=0 is finite, we may consider the inner integral above

extended over \z\ > \y\/2. Since a> 1,

ímy)ldyL<J24Á\yW^\w?-°

< c f 1^)1  dy f r^-ci&äidy

The part

\\H(y)\dy\ t-jüTí j-4ra
J J |zl>li/l/2 IJI        \z\

can be treated similarly. Since H=0 in P and \z—y\ ̂ 8(y) for zeP and yeP',

the remaining part

J Jl»î|2|>|»|/2   1/       ¿[ |Z| JP'   l/l Jl!/-Z|>

dz
I i;_rln + "

,    fH(y) .
- C ) \y\» + ° 8(y)2-° dr < œ-

Now consider the part of (2.10) with integration extended over P'. For any z,

write iu(z) = n(z)-n(0)-2 Zjh,(0). With the notation of Lemma 6, let pm e P be a

point whose distance from each point of Km is less than a constant (independent of

m) times dm. It is enough to show both

(2.11) 2 f   W*)-^«)!n£r.
m J/rm Fl

and

(2.12) 2Í    Wp-)It=£f5

are finite, summations being extended over all m for which Km intersects {z : \z\ <-n).

Let Sm be the distance from Km to 0. Since 0 is a point of density of P we can

choose T) so small that |/?m| S c8m and Sm S \z\ S c8m for z 6 £„, with c independent
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of m. Fix m and write K=Km, p=pm, etc. A term of (2.11) is then majorized by a

constant independent of m times

8—« f I A(z)-AQ0-2 (*,-/>,)*,(/>) dz+rfS—«J f |AX/,)-Ay(0)| dz.
Jk I y y  Jk

If we replace integration over K by integration over \z—p\ <cd, we only increase

this. Moreover, he T¿(p) uniformly for/>e Fand \h,(p) — hj(0)\ ̂ ch"'1 by Lemma

9. Hence the expression above is bounded by a constant independent of m times

dn+a/Sn+a+dn+1/8n+1.

Since \K\^cdn and S(z)^dforzeK,

S"i + a   = c Sn-Kz*"  = c |_|n + <rt"-
Jk ° JK \z\

Treating dn + 1/8n+1 in the same way and summing over m, we see (2.11) is finite.

Turning to (2.12) we have

(2.13)

= JKT¿p-ajW)l   Ty~r^-Jy^-2PífyJ(TyY*)\dy-

The part of (2.13) with integration in the inner integral restricted to \y\ >2\p\ is

majorized by a constant times

|2

f jzén f \H<y)\ \Jnle+2 dy.
Jk \z\       Ji!/i>2|p| 171

For zeK, \z\ and \p\ are comparable since both are comparable to S. Hence the

last integral is less than a constant times

i Tz4r-a f l#Cv)l \Jnle+2 dy
Jk \z\       J|i/|>c|z| \y\

Summing over m and changing the order of integration, we obtain

Consider then the part of (2.13) with integration in the inner integral extended

over |j|<2|/?|. The parts

and

|,|n + a I v|n + i US
Jk \z\      Jivi<2|p| \y\

Jk m       J|i/|<2|j>i m

can be handled as above—that is, by replacing \p\ by \z\, summing over m and

interchanging the order of integration.
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Consider finally the part

dy
(2.14) f JLi f \H(y)\

Jk  \Z\ J|vl<2|p| p-y\n + ß

Let K=Km be K expanded concentrically k times, k taken large and independent

of m. The part of (2.14) with inner integration over K is less than

JK\z\n+ailP.y^ci\p-y\n+eay     U\8«+«) Jo    t«+B

where R(t)=j]2i<t \H(p+z)\ dzSMtn+2 uniformly in t and p eP. Integrating by

parts we obtain the bound 0(dn+a/8n+a) considered earlier.

The remaining part of (2.14) is

dy

¡k\z\*+'L \H(y)\\"\f/\  I „_ ,,|n + /S

Since for zeK, \z\ and \p\ are comparable and, for z e K and y £ K, \p—y\ and

\z—y\ are comparable, this is less than a constant times

\H<M       <¡y
JIT J|S-!/|>C \z y\

Adding over m and interchanging the order of integration,

¡MZLdyÎ dz       <c[      ™       dy

This completes the proof of Theorem 1 for 1 < a < 2. The argument for 0 < a < 1

is somewhat simpler. The analogues of Lemmas 8 and 9 can be found in [4], and

those of Lemmas 3 and 5 are clear. The hypothesis (1.1) is not required in Lemma 1

for 0 < a < 1 and is therefore not needed in the argument for ge. For he one shows

that

dzL\h(x + z)-h(x)\
Bn \Z\

is finite almost everywhere in P and need not require (1.1).

3. Proof of Theorem 2.    We will prove Theorem 2 for 1 <a<2 and begin by

recalling several lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let ueV, 1 <p<ao, and let r be a nonnegative integer. If Q is a

spherical harmonic of degree m#0, let

v(x) = p.v. j u(x-z) Í|J dz,

and let u(x, e) and v(x, e), e>0, denote the Poisson integrals of u and v. If

(8'/8e')u(x, e)

has a nontangential limit at every xeE<^En then so has (8T/8eT)v(x, e) almost

everywhere in E.
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Lemma 3 is a special case of Theorem 7, of [9, p. 173].

Lemma 2. Let FeL", \<p<co, and let F(x, e) be the Poisson integral of F.

Suppose (8r/Ber)F(x,e) has a nontangential limit at each xeE. Then given e>0

there is a closed F<=£, \E—P\ <c, and a splitting F=G + H such that G has an

ordinary rth differential almost everywhere and H = 0 for x e P.

For a proof, see [10].

Lemma 3. Let H eW, l^p<cc. If for each x in a closed set P, H(x)=0 and

\H(x+z)±H(x-z)\" dz
'|2|-

then for almost all x e P

\H(x+z)\"dz
iizi<£ ;

For a proof see [12, p. 91].

Lemma 4. Iffe T!(x0), 1 <a<2, 1 Sp<co then F=Jßf(a+ß = 2) satisfies

(« - " J       | F(x0+z) - F(x0 - z) - 2 bfit |" dz)1IP = 0(e2)

for some b, = b,(x0).

Lemma 4 can be proved by the method of [4, pp. 195-197]. Take x0=0 and write

F(x)-F(-x) = jf(z)[Gß(z-x)-Gß(z+x))dz.

Thus F(x)-F(-x) differs by a linear term in x from

J [/(*) -/(o) - 2 a&] \-G¿z - *>- GÁZ+*)] dz-

|[/W-/(0)-2^]G^(z)dz

(e - " f       I H(x+z)± H(x - z) | " dz\' = 0(er),

P

L-n f       \H(x+z)\"dz\ ' = o(V).

We claim that

converges absolutely if

(E'n L,<£ l/(z)-/(0)_2 aMp d2)llP = °(£n+a)-

It is enough to show the part of the integral over \z\ < 1 converges absolutely. If

*(o= f   |/(z)-/(0)-2^|<fe,
Jl*l<*' '

f       !/W-/(0)-2 °*\ \Gf(z)\ dzécC -S^.
Jui<i ' ■ Jo «
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That this is finite follows by integrating by parts. Hence F(x)-F(-x) differs by a

linear term in x from

J" [f(z) -f(0) - 2 «F/] [G,(z + x) - Ge(z - x) - 2 2 x}G%\z)} dz

=  f + f = ,4(x)+ /?(*).
J|2|<2|X|       J|2|>2|x|

Here

B(x)\ S c f |/(z) -/(0) - 2 «Ä | oStïï ^
Jui>2|x| ' \Z\

J2UI  «

= c|x,
^2Ui

The terms of A(x) majorized by

M f |/W-/(0)-2 «a||C5W*)| dz = 0(|.r|) f '" ¡gg, = 0(|.v|2).

Hence for |.v| <e,

| Fix) - F( - x) - 2 b,x, \Sce2+(        I /(z) -/(O) - 2 «Ä \Gt(z + x) dz
Jui<2c ' —I i

+ f        I f(z) -f(0) - 2 afz} \Ge(z-x) dz.
J|2|<2«  ' '

For 1 Sp<<&, Young's theorem implies

\F(x)-F(-x)-^bixi\"dx1'

SM""» + 2(f        l/W-ZiOt-^vJ'at)1" f        C,(z)«iz.O(^*"'),
\Jl2l <2e ' ' /       Jlsl <3«

which proves the lemma.

Let 1 Sot<2 and let Q be a spherical harmonic of degree m^0,m/l. In proving

Theorems 2 and 3, it will be convenient to use an approximation/^, e) to

¿(*)-f       [fi(x-z)-f(x)]$Q-adz
J|2|>£ Fl

which is harmonic in (x, e) for x e En, e>0. For this purpose we define

f(x,e) = cSf» f f(x+z)[\z\<Ci(zy-*Tdz
Je"

where c(„} is an appropriate constant depending only on a, n and m. The harmonic

function/(.v, e) is considered in [14] where the following facts are proved.
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Lemma 5. ForfeLr, l^p<cc,

(a)f(x,e) = $E«f(x+z)K(z,e)dz,

where

K(z, e) = w%V¿Xe/\z\)Q(-z')\z\-«-°,

<\r) = J" e-'V + ° + Vm + y(s)ds,

Jv(s) is the Bessel function of order v, y—(n—2)/2 and w^ is a constant depending

only on a, n and m ;

(b) \#Kr)\¿Ar--;
(c) K'<'(0 -1\ZA [(mrf2 + (mr)3'2], A = Aay,

(d) ]En K(z, e) dz=0.

The crucial lemma in proving Theorem 2 is

Lemma 6. LetfeL", ]¿p<oo, andfeTg(x0), l<a<2. If lim£^0/£(x0) exists

and is finite then f(x, e) is bounded in every cone {(x, e) : |x —x0| <ce}.

Take x0=0 and consider

/(0, «) -/,(0) =  f       [/(z) -/(0)]A-(z, e) dz
J|0|<£

+ L,>£ WSWfa £>-^pr] dz
= A£ + Be.

Here we have used (d) of Lemma 5. Since fe F£(0), there are constants af,

j=l,..., n, such that

*(o = f    |/w-/(0)-2 aA dz = ̂ n+a-

Since Q. is orthogonal to polynomials of degree 1 (w# 1), neither Ac nor 2?£ is

changed if we replace f(z)—f(0) in its integrand by f(z) —f(0) — 2 a}Zj. By (b) of

Lemma 5,

\Ae\ ^ Ce-n-aR(e) = 0(1),

and by (c) of Lemma 5,

««-fens*
Integrating by parts, Be is bounded.

This shows that /(O, e) is bounded. To complete the proof, suppose (x, e)

satisfies |x| <ce and consider

f(x, e)-f(0, e) « j[f(z)-f(0)][K(z-x, e)-K(z, e)] dz.
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Since   § K(z,e)dz=j zjK(z,e)dz=Q(2),   also   J" ZjK(z—x, e) oz=0  and   we   can

majorize the right side above by

f \f(z) ~f(0)-2 <W \(\K(Z-X, e)\ + \K(Z, e)\)dz

+ f \f(z)-f(0)~2 a&lWz-x, e)-K(z, e)\ dz

= A'e+B's.

As before, A'c is bounded. To show B'e is bounded, we must estimate the first

order derivatives of K(z, e) with respect to z. However,

j/:\r) = -J" e-V+"+2Jm + y(s)ds.

By an argument like that used for Lemma (1.3) of [14],

(3.1) jrvW(r) = 0(l) + 0(r'),       s > 0.

Hence the first order derivatives of K(z, e) are bounded by a constant times

e»|z|-«-«-i-» for j = 0.

Since |jc[ <ce,

\B'A S ce'\x r dR^ <<w dm =o(D
J2ce ' J2cs '

This proves Lemma 6.

In particular, if fie V, l^/><oo, and fie T%(x) and lim£^0/£(.v) exists and is

finite for x e E, then fi(x, e) is bounded in each nontangential cone with vertex at

a point of E. By a well-known theorem of Calderón (see [I]), f(x, e) has a non-

tangential limit at almost every point of E. If F=Jsfi we claim this implies that

(3.2) f   F(x+z)[\z\2Q.(z')e-^T dz
Je*

has a nontangential limit almost everywhere in E.

For iff is infinitely differentiable and has compact support, (3.2) is

f/Xzy^'lz^iXzOe-6121 dz - (f(z)dß(z)eKx-»\z\aQ(z')e-eM dz

by Lemma 2(a) of §2 with A=ß. The last integral is/(x, e) for the function/ =/* dfi,

and the same is true for any fie V, 1 Sp< °o, by approximating. Hence (3.2) has

a nontangential limit almost everywhere in E if both

(a) fi=f* du. eT>(x) and

(b) Jw>. [fi(x-z)-fi(x)](Ù(z')/\z\n+a) dz converges for almost all x e E.

(2) Since a> 1, (2) and (3) of Lemma 5 imply z¡K(z, e) is integrable.
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By Lemma 2 of §2,fi differs from/by the sum of a linear combination of terms

J2kfi k â 1, and a term /* R where R has derivatives up to a preassigned order in

all V, la/»«;». Clearly /and/* R satisfy (a) and (b) in E. Now J2kfeL\<^L"a.

Hence (b) is true for each J2kf by Lemma 1 of §2. For (a) we use the proof of

Lemma (1.5) of [14] forp> 1 and Lemma 4 of §2 forp=l.

Now suppose / e Tg(x), l^p<cc, 1 < a < 2, for x e £ and each

f       Mx-z)-f(x))2&Bdz

converges for x e E where {Q.,} is a normalized basis for the spherical harmonics of

a fixed degree w# 1, m = 0 if p= 1. With F=Jsf each

f   F(x + z)[|z|2£2/z)e-£|z|rdz
Je"

has a nontangential limit almost everywhere in £. For smooth F and m#0, the

last integral is a constant times

¿j^(T;.F)(x+z)[e-^'r<fe

where (7yF)(x) = p.v. F* Q,(x)/|x|n (see [3, p. 906]). Since T, is bounded on L"

forp> 1, the same is true for any feL",p>l.

Applying Lemma 1, each

^^yfF)(x+z)[e-^Tdz

has a nontangential limit almost everywhere in £ Since 2/ £22 is constant (see [6,

p. 243(2)]), 2 F,2F=F. Hence

has a nontangential limit almost everywhere in £. If «7=0 (Q= 1) the same is true

for 1 ̂ /7<co.

We now decompose F according to Lemma 2. Theorem 2 will follow if H e t£(x)

for almost all xeP. Since F=J6f and G satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 4 in P,

so does H. Since H=0 in P,

L-» f        |//(x + z)-//(x-z)|"dz)1"' = 0(*2)

for xeP, and Theorem 2 follows from Lemma 3 of this section.

4. Proof of Theorem 3. In this section we will prove Theorem 3 and use the

proof to obtain an improvement of Theorem 2. We begin with Theorem 3. Its
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proof is similar to that of Theorem 2, but we need a replacement for Lemma 6

of §3.

Hence let f eV, lSp< °o, and suppose

L(x)=i       [f(x-z)-f(x)]^±dz
J\z\>e \Z\

converges at x=x0, where £2 is a spherical harmonic of degree mj= I, m=0 if p= 1.

We claim that

f(x0,e) = cm f f(x0 + z)[\z\Çl(z')e-^T dz
Je"

has a limit as e -> 0. Here we write cm = c£\ a>m=cu<n1), vm = vil).

For taking x0=0,

/(0, e) -fAO) = «-» f      U(z) -/(0)k(A) Sfer <&
JUI<e \F|/    Fl

= ¿t+£..

We put

S(t)= f       [/(z)-/(0)]Q(-z')dz.
Ji«i<«

Then S(r) = 0(fn) as r->oo and, since/£(0) converges, S(t) = o(tn*1) as r->0.

However,

A, = J" S'(f)Cs(0 A

and

B£ = ^ S'(t)He(t)dt + o(l)

for fixed S > e by Lemma 5(c) of §3. Here of course

Gs(t) = m*Jßlt)r*-\       H,(t) = [<*nvMt)-l]t-«-\

Integrating by parts and applying (b) and (c) of Lemma 5 of §3,

Ae = - J" S(t)G's(t) dt+o(l),       Bs = - j' S(t)H's(t) dt + o(l).

To show As and Bt tend to zero, it is therefore enough to show that for s>0

G'e(t) = 0(e-n~1r1),       H'e(t) = 0(eH-«-2-s).

The estimate for /7£ follows from (3.1) and Lemma 5(c) of §3. G's(t) is a combination

of vm(e/t)rn-2 and (dldt)[vm(e/t)]rn-1. The first of these is ©(a-""1*-1) and the

second is a constant times

et-"'3 I" e-ltl0'sr*aJn + r(s)ds S cet-*-3 P
Jo Jo

e'(elt)ss2y + 3 ds,
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since \Jm + y(s)\ ¿csy (see [14], Lemma (1.2)). Changing variables our claim follows

—i.e.,/(O, e) has a limit as e ->■ 0.

Suppose in addition that

(4.1) (e- f       \f(z)+f(-z)-2f(0)\"dzY'P = 0(e).
\ J|2|<£ /

ll/P

\f(z)+f(-z)-2f(0)\"dz
Nat-

Consider

f(x,e) = jf(z)K(z-X,e)dz

where A" is defined by Lemma 5 of §3 for a = 1. If m is odd then K(z, e) is odd in z

and

(4.2)   /(-x, £)-/(x, e) = i J   [/(z)+/(-z)-2/(0)][A'(z+x, «)-*(z-x, s)] dz.

If m is even then K(z, e) is even in z and

f(x,e)+f(-x,e)-2f(0,e)

(4'3) = \ J"   L/"(z)+/(-z)-2/(0)][A-(z + x, e) + K(z-x, e)-2K(z, e)] dz.

Using (4.1) and arguing as in the last part of the proof of Lemma 6 above, both

(4.2) and (4.3) are bounded in any cone {(x, e) : \x\ < ce}. If, in particular,/satisfies

(4.1) for x e £ and /£(x) converges for x e E then, taking subsets of £, we may

assume that

(a) f(x, e) is uniformly bounded in (x, e) for x e E,0<£<t¡,

(b) either f(x + z, e)+f(x-z, e) or f(x + z, e)+f(x-z, e) — 2f(x, e) is uniformly

bounded for x e £ and |z| < e.

By a simple argument, it follows/(x, e) is bounded in some cone with vertex at

each point of density of £, and so f(x, e) has a nontangential limit almost every-

where in £. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 3, therefore, each

L/(x+z)[|z|QXz')e-£UTdz

has a nontangential limit almost everywhere in £. If 1 <p<co and w#0, it follows

from Lemma 1 above as before that

d_

de
f f(x+z)[e-^T dz
Je"

has a nontangential limit almost everywhere in £. If m=0, the same is true for

1 g/7<00.

By Lemma 2 of §3, there is for e>0 a closed F<=£, \E—P\ <e, and a splitting

f=g+h such that ge /f(x) for almost all x and h=0 in P. Since/and g satisfy

(4.1) so does h and Theorem 3 follows from Lemma 3 above.
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Finally, we remark that the proof just given can be modified to prove Theorem 2

under an apparently weaker hypothesis on/ In fact, the conclusion of Theorem 2

is valid if we replace the hypothesis that/e T%(x), x e £ by the condition

(0 («"" j   <s \f(x+z)+f(x-z)-2f(x)\" d2yP = 0(e")

if0<a<l or

(ii) («-" j  <e | f(x+z) -f(x-z) -2 2 a¿xyzt \* dz) ̂  = 0(e")

if 1<«<2, xe£.

We note here that Lemma 4 of §3 remains true if the hypothesis fe F£(x0) is

replaced by (ii) above for x=x0. If instead (i) holds for x=x0 its analogue is

(«-» f       \F(x+z) + F(x-z)-2F(x)\" dx) " = 0(e),       F = y1"0/.
\ J|Z|<£ /

An unpublished result of Stein states that if (ii) holds for a = 1 and each x e £

then/e t\(x) for almost all xeE. Hence assuming (ii) for a= 1 does not lead to a

strengthening of Theorem 2.
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